
Bringing food  
and drink

to life
in the North-east  

of Scotland

Team 6



Introducing, Team Six:

10 individuals, different sectors and  
backgrounds, all with a passion for food  
and drink and a desire to drive success  

for the region.



The question we are looking  
to address:-

‘The North-east is already Scotland’s  
capital for food & drink production; how  

do we bring this to life for local consumers 
and visitors?’



A region that
punches above its weight



17% of Scottish F&D sector GVA
18% of Scottish sector employment



Region is home to over 3,150 food and drink  
processing companies



Employing more than 22,000 people



Generating over £1bn in revenues and  
accounting for a quarter of Scotland’s total  

food and drink exports



A growing sector that is represented by a  
number of individual organisations, initiatives,  

events, venues and brands...



How do we bring all of this to life and  
make attractive and exciting for  
local consumers and visitors?

We invited feedback from consumer  
facing brands:



80% of brands stated that visitors and  
local consumers are important for  

raising awareness and sales
(locally and out-with the region).



The majority believe a unified message
would add strength to the regions food
and drink consumer facing positioning.



Most agreed that local  
provenance and quality is a key  

USP of the region.



Most identified that the region is  
currently not positioned as  
‘the home of food and drink

in Scotland’
in the mind of consumers.



We also asked what the criteria for a  
successful NE F&D brand would look like –

how could this become valuable?



Build awareness

‘A food and drink brand for the NE  
region should grow awareness and help  

increase sales.’



‘A food and drink brand for the  
NE region should not conflict with  
other events and organisations and

work in harmony...’



‘A food and drink brand for the NE
region should offer a platform to
showcase products and offerings.’



‘A food and drink brand for  
the NE region should reflect  

our pride and unique values –
allowing us to

‘sing with one voice’



How can we capture the regional  
brand opportunity?

What’s the big idea that will deliver
on the key objectives and make food
and drink come alive in the region?



Our objective will be to position the  
North-east as the home of food and  

drink in Scotland -
‘Scotland’s secret garden’



This will be a premium brand  
positioning, targeted at foodies – with a  
focus on local provenance and quality –

the best of the best.



At the heart of the brand will  
be a two week food and drink  
festival – this will allow visitors  
and consumers to ‘taste’ and  

‘experience’ the best the region  
has to offer.



The festival will be an umbrella  
organisation that will incorporate existing  

festivals, venues and brands –
featured under one special calender  

of events.



The festival will feature across the  
region – with pop up villages in both  

the city and shire that will allow  
visitors to experience local brands and  

produce.



A chance for local suppliers, business,  
community and brands to promote and  

celebrate the best of the region together
– specially themed food and drink events  

will take place in unique locations.



Culture and the arts will combine  
to offer a calendar of creative and

inspiring food and drink experiences.



Marketing channels such as  
programmes, website and social  

platforms will promote a directory of  
local producers and brands connected  

with the festival.



Content will be visible all year long –
chefs, recipes, venues, brands, events,  
information, history, facts, locations,  

culture, community... consistent  
output that will reinforce the regions  
position as a food and drink pioneer  

and leader.



The festival is the foundation of a bigger  
picture brand strategy

– focused on placing our region at the  
heart of Scotland’s food and drink story.



What next?

Partner organisation and support  

Funding and sponsorship  

Leadership and business plan



Questions?


